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Senior Recital
S.1S senior music major Linda Loreen Phnentel will present her senior recital this afternoon at 1:30 in Concert Hall,
She will he demonstrating all
the
n percussion instrument’,,
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Prof To Speak
What’s In the bag? Dr.
Mervyn L. f’adwallader, professor of sociology, will discuss
"The Education Bag" Monday,
April 17, at 3:30 p.m. In Morris Dailey Auditorium.
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Whitten Resigns From Council in ’Protest’
Academic Council

Resolution Requests
Faculty Restoration
By JIM WILLS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The State Department of Finance has determined educational
policy for the California State Calleges. This is the charge levied
against the State Department of
Finance in a resolution passed by
the SJS Academic Council Monday
afternoon.
The resolution requested the reinstatement of approximately 50
full-time equivalent faculty members which were cut from a request made by SJS to the Finance
Department for additional 1967-68
faculty members.
Last week SJS Academic Vice
President Dr. Hobart Burns viewed
the request cut as leaving open
two possibilities: cutting the enrollment for the 1966-67 academic
year, or increasing the class sizes.
FULL CLASSROOMS
The decision was made on the
basis of not how large a class
should be, but rather how many
students could fit into a particular
classroom, according to Academic
Council chairman Dr. Harold De
Bey.
"They (the Finance Department
auditors) have told us that we
should teach classes in certain
rooms, whether the particular
rooms are suitable or not," Dr.
De Bey said. He noted that Concert Hall would be used as a classroom next year.
De Bey indicated that the Department, in cutting the faculty
request to 11.4 FIT, arbitrarily
decided additional classes would be
grouped together and taught by
one professor in larger units,
FINANCE POWERS
The Academic Council chairman
contended that, if the State Colleges accepted the Finance Department decision, they would be
accepting the theory that the Finance Department had the power
to make educational, as well as
financial regulation of the colleges.
Dr. Theodore Norton, political
science professor and Academic
Council member, noted yesterday

that "this (the request cut) is a
question of educational policy, not
financial policy.
"The whole idea is preposterous,"
he said.
Norton commented that he
"heartily endorsed" the resolution
adopted by Academic Council. He
said he was unsure of the immediate effectiveness of the resolution, but noted "When you want
to get response. you must push on
all fronts."

Grad Rep Breaks Down
Over HCUA Controversy

’Lock in’ Causes
SJS Student
To Fall 2 Stones
Al. was a real lock-in, not a
lock-out," commented Mike Hoban, junior journalism major, after
falling two stories while trying to
escape from his apartment.
The lock on the door jammed
at the apartment at 470 S. 11th
St. While Hoban’s roommate, Bill
Hernandez, worked on sawing off
the lock, Hoban decided to take
matters into his own hands. He
gathered some sheets off the beds,
tied them together and climbed out
the window.
"I started climbing down and
then heard I the sheet ripping".
Hoban fell two stories to the
driveway but was not injured.

Graduate Representative Phil Whitten resigned from Student Council yesterday
after a session in which he openly wept.
Whitten turned in his resignation letter to ASB Vice President Vic Lee shortly
after Council adjourned for dinner.
The Graduate Representative was moved to tears after council refused to override
President Jerry Spolter’s veto of the Whitten proposed condemnation of the House
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MIKE HO BAN
... locked in

Author Fears Destruction
Of a Regimented’ Society
Dr. Joseph Young, Biology Department chairman, in discussing
Karel Capek’s "War With The
Newts" at yesterday’s Faculty
Book Talk, Cafeteria A and B,
stated that the Czechoslovakianborn author, "fears that if man
doesn’t master the technology he
creates, then it will master him."
Capek’s theme of too much regimentation in society is carried
throughout his hook, which con-

rerns the discovery of large salamander - like creatures (Newts)
that are exploited by human
hein7s.
The gentle Newts are at first
trained to collect pearls from the
ocean, yet their superior ability in
underwater engineering appeals to
the capitalistic mass of human
beings and they become enslaved
The Newts eventually revolt
against their oppressors, and the
human beings become in danger of
being slaves to the slaves they
created.
"Capek," stated Dr. Young, "was
very upset with the idea of quantity. He is against the idea that
mass is superior to quality." Often,
his book is felt to have been written in the vein of his anti-Nazi
feeling, but, according to Dr.
Young, it seems more evident that
he was writing satirically on democratic capitalism.
Capek, who eventually died during the Nazi regime in his country, revealed in his writings that
he saw a paradox in life. . . . A
man will strive for his goals, reach
them, fail, and then die.
The author was greatly influenced by other writers of that
time and wrote symbolically with
DR. JOSEPH YOUNG
... Book Talk a strong tone of racialism.

ESCAPE ROUTE
... two stories up

Mediators
To Discuss
Bargaining
More than 500 students, faculty,
and business and labor leaders are
expected to attend tonight’s 56th
bi-annual Mock Collective Bargaining Sessiot sponsoaed by the
institute of Itriestrial Relators of
the School of Business.
The program is open free of
ebarae to the general public and
will be at Concert Hall in the
Must" Bulletin" at 7 tonight.
Dr. Donald Garnell, asso-late
professor of manpower administration and program coordinator, said
the purpose of the program is "to
show how collective bargainina
works through role playing; and
secondly, how mediation works
how the mediator achieves his

70a."
Six mediators from the Regional
Headquarters of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
will play the roles of management
and labor negotiators.
V. Wayne Kenaston, special
assistant to the Regional Director,
will act as mediator in this simulated collective bargaining session
"They will have to condense
Into 90 minutes what normally
takes place over weeks or months,"
Prof. Garnell explained.
Issues to be worked out on an
ad lib basis are wages, pensions,
job security, seniority, a "no strikeno lockout" clause and duration
of contract. "They will try to simulate the kind of pressures going
right down to the wire," Dr. Garnell added.
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For Top Spot

Students Say ’God Is Alive’
EDITOR’S NOTE: This h the second of three-part series which
tries to ascertain how much of an infl 00000 religion and the
current "God Is Deed" theory has at SJS.
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By BOB KENNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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(Chapel

--Photo by Mary Adam,
"GOD IS PEOPLE." This comment by an SJS coed reflects
the growing search for God other than in the structure of
traditional religions. The usual emptiness of the SJS Chapel
demonstrates this.
zosirmaissweasiamiawasSears..saamessasesti....aassii

"What is it: is man only a blunder of God, or God
only a blunder of man?" wrote Nietzsche, one of the
earliest to propose God’s death. And his conclusion
has played the gadfly to Christians for the past 100
years.
The theory "God is dead" has shaken man. This
is not surprising. But it is surprising that it has not
shaken him more. Our society is considering an alternative no other society has ever considered. As Princeton theologian Paul Ramsey puts it: "Ours is the
first attempt in recorded history to build a culture
upon the premise that God is dead."
But, either actively or passively, it seems that most
people believe in God. Thirty-three of the 40 SJS students interviewed claimed a belief in God. From them,
then, comes the support for a "living" God.
"God is all-powerful. a God of love, the Creator
of the It orlth" says Lynne Thomson, junior ()coma lima! therapy major. She is strongly against the "God
is dead" proposal. "I think it’s silly, really . . . it’s a
shame it’s even a topic."
"There has to be a force greater than man,"
reasons Dick Martin, freshman English major. tie
explains it. "If I do something I believe is wrong,
there Is a God, or at least ’the man’ I have to answer
In."
"I don’t think they can say ’God is dead’," says
Barbara Barnes, sophomore occupational therapy
$444,11(016titiiiiiittt

t

major. "Nature is too intricate to just be accidental."
Frank Gray, a senior industrial design major, says,
"I believe everybody believes in God. They just call
him by different names."
"Al first I was agnostic," admits Diane Allayard,
freshman English major, "The way I feel now, there
might he one ... I think it is more practical that there
is a God." And in a sense her conclusion coincides with
the alternatives posed by Harvey Cox, author of "The
Secular City." He says that".., we repair to religion
either by devoting our talents to the defense of ’God’
or by staring in hypnotic fascination at the oblong
cavity left by Ills presumed expiration."
This choice is also reflected in a proposal by April
Estey, junior English major. "You need to know there
is a God." But she adds that she is against organized
. it’s a personal thing. I don’t
religion because ".
think anyone Can press you into a mold and tell you
how to act"
This criticism of institelionalized religion was recurrent in student opinions. There appears to be a
growing rejection of the dogmatic character of organized religion.
"The reason I went to church before was because
felt I ought to," says Bob Service, freshman mechanical drawing major. "But I didn’t want to. It seemed
hypocritical to he always asking for things and never
giving."
Mike Gilmore, sophomore aeronautical operations
major, expresses similar sentiments when he says,
"I think that there is a God, But when I go to church
I don’t feel I’m communicating with anyone."
Not all those interviewed felt this way. some said
they still attend church. But this independent attitude toward religion was popular. There seems to be
:04.111g*

a process of introspection occurring in students as is
shown by the student who says, "God is more like
nature ... " or the coed who felt that "God is people."
In this case the immediate question asks is there
a difference between most students’ convictions and
expressions? The growing rejection of institutionalized
religion may indicate an internal search for God, but
some of the students feel this may just be a growing
apathy.
"As far as religion becoming more of a person’s
life now, it’s becoming less and less," says Regina
Correia, sophomore social science major. Barbara
Jensen, freshman English major, feels "Most people
believe in God abatracily." But that "God isn’t a part
of their lives. He’s just a concept."
"I don’t think there’s apathy towards religion," says
Ruben Gonzalez, senior Spanish major, in opposing thia
idea.
Those students who feel there is a growing apathy
strike 11 tone similar to that expressed by Jesuit
theologian John Murray. "The atheism of distraction,"
is how Time magazine refers to his idea. "People
who are just ’too damn busy’ to worry about God at
all."
But is God dead? Absurd? Impossible? Or is He
alive? Vibrant? supreme? There is no definite answer.
judging from the general remarks of most students.
All there is at present are possible seeds for decision.
The feelings of today’s believers ring a simple
echo in a little girl’s letter in the book "Children’s
Letters to God," edited by Mashall and Hample.
"Dear God,
Are you real? Some people don’t believe it.
If you are, you better do something quick."
Harriet Ann.
s

-Vara*
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By BOB KENNEY
The light spring breeze blew warmth
all over Norman and he felt good. He

leaned hack against the tree, sr:11111111g the
front page of the newspaper. "Escalation
Americans (lied in
... stocks down ...

Jack Groben

Vietnam skirmish yesterday . . . rapemurder charge . . ." He flipped back to
the "funnies." Bored. There was nothing
new on the front page.

.Staff Editorial

But the breeze slipped the pages from
his fingers and the newspaper shuffled
closedpage one staring him in the face

The Future in Vietnam
Without regard to whether the Vietnam war is right or wrong. morally justifiable or treacherous, or the bastard
son Of some pH% erful men and their
cabals, certain conclusions about the
ultimate outcome of it can be drawn.
Few people. at least nationally, ha se
ads awed the idea that America is in
N ietnam to do more than ss in a war.
Yet. the casual obserser, from his
arniehair or on -the-scene, can’t help
but Make the terrific amount of material being pioured into Vietnam 2 1
hour- a day by this country.
Ile can’t help but notice that the
huge airbar.e.. ..pecially at Cam Ranh
Bay. are built to last for decades.
Ile can’t help but notice that Cain
Ranh Bay itself is one of the largest
Ira tural harbfirs in the world, a potential Asian stopover for round-thess fold freighters.
Ile can’t help but notice that the
huge in
of American captial. American material. and Americans them,els es radically changing the whole
economic. social and industrial strut:lore 14 ietnam.
letnamese girls
g
"hen Y
Mint’ ill from the hinterlands and ex-

"d

change their traditional garments for

mini -skirts.. it is ohs ious that our presetic, there is doing more than winning
a war.
W hat is happening in Vietnam is

cupy Vietnam for another 20 years.
There are those who argue that this is
exploitation, that American capital will
suck the lifeblood from this Asian
country.
Whether this is true is a matter of
debate. But if the past is a marker
(Europe. Japan. Puerto Rico, Korea),
Vietnam in the near future will emerge
as a rich industrial -agricultural nation
doing business as a world trader.
It As ill have a strong industrial back brine financed by American capital and
kept apace by a quickly developed middle class. mostly former peasants who
have migrated to the urban areas.
Is this wrong? That again is a question open to debate. Having smelly,
eight -foot, blond -haired giants walk
into your country, es en if they are
helping you fight an enemy, is not exactly desirable. But if America hadn’t
arrived in Vietnam, wouldn’t have

:again.
Ile started to flip back to the "funnies"
20 AMERI-

again when it caught him."...

CANS MED..." It hit him low. Whether

thought. Spoken. Whispered. The three
words still meant the same lining. Twenty
guys like him. Dead.
He began to wonder if the mothers of
those 20 guys would cry as much as

long dark hair and big brown eyes. Girls
who felt an emptiness now.
Norman flipped the paper back open.
Too depressing.

The real issue concerning Vietnam
is not whether war is right, or war is
wrong, or war must be stopped, because
war Is. It has Being. It can’t be stopped
until it exhausts itself, by victory or
defeat.
The real issue concerning Vietnam
is its future alter the war. And America. like it or not, is going to play a
tnajor role in that future.

in Puerto Rico after American capital
mused in some years ago.
e are witnessing the Americanization of Vietnam.
\ olerica. without a (If oubt, will "oc-
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READ, READ, READ

They use simple words. "Cover
that grey ..." (Island.) "Want girls? Try

ments.

‘Slushy’ deodorant . . ." (Islands). Read

Lee Withdraws From Race
Vice President Blames
Financial Considerations
(EDITOR’S NOTE: ASB Vice President withdrew from
the current ASB presidential race Tuesday afternoon.
Lee gave the following statement to the Daily after
removing his name for financial reasons.)
Editor:
It is with deep personal regret that I
announce my withdrawal from tne ensuing
presidential campaign for next year. This has
been the hardest decision I have had to make
in my three years as an elected official.

!V hat do you consider the most important
issue in this campaign?

The most important issue is the possibility of an irresponsible
group taking over the one-half million dollars in student body funds
and spending it on one goal such as Vietnam. There exists a composite of interests that should be given fair and equal consideration.

DICK MINER:
Meaningful involvement for each student. Student government
in the sense of a self-perpetuating bureaucracy must be abolished.
We need to create a pervasive student community that exists not
in the College Union, but in the dorms, sororities, fraternities, living
centers and, most importantly, on the campus itself.

NICK KOPKE:
The war in Vietnam is the most important issue in our lives.
We EIS potential murderers in Vietnam have the responsibility to try
to stop the war.

EARL HANSEN:
Whether SJS is going to be a major educational institution or a
diploma factory; whether we the students of SJS are human beings
or educational raw materials.

30 E. Santa Clara
STEAK SANDWICH
FRENCH BREAD
TOSSED GREEN SALAD
CHOICE OF DRESSING
FRENCH FRIES $1.30
Cdrvaeile* watcher by Bulova
are precision made. with jewel lever movement and unbreakable mein spring. The waterproof "Companion" is only
$10.95 acci the stylish Ladies’
"Princes, s only $12.95.

Miller’s Steak House
165 W. Santa Clara
Budget

Dinner Special

SMALL DINNER STEAK
SOUP OR SALAD
POTATOES
FRENCH BREAD
VEGETABLE
$1.40

made Islands). Read magazines. Playboy.
"Love

Yet It’s Only $10.95
and up
Outweae division of litilosa

lfributcl.s
Couvesdent Credit Available
Op= Ithweilay Nights

herself?

man,

an island. her wattled people to love him
- (’are for himjust as he did

for others,

(pause) "others?’
He pounded his fist

into the ground.

No feeling. He slugged the tree. No pain.
He wanted to cry --but

couldn’t.

Norman thought back. He remembered
how moved he had been when he read
about the suffering villagers of Vietnam.
Burned children. But here he was, trying,
and Inc couldn’t nmster-up one ounce of
feeling for (lead college men: his friends:
his brother. "My God!" Himself! He wondered what kind of world he was living in
where he could cry for strangers and ignore
people he could see and touch?
HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
He had heard that history repeats itself.
He wondered if most of the people crying
for war orphans today were inadvertently
making war orphans possible 20 years from
He wondered why people couldn’t

now.

do simple things like love, or at least
respect each other now while they were
helping these orphans. Or did they want
to make sure that their children would
have war orphans to love as they did?
"OK." Norman said out loud. "I’m
gonna sit here and think. Think until 1
feel."
"C’mon," said Joe from behind. "Get your
trunks. Got a bunch of guys heading for
the beach. Ya can think on the way down
there."
"Well, I dunno ..."

said Norman.

"Got a

girl for you. Name’s Penny. Good
both. Real nice personalit"

"Good hod?"

Nornian asked.

Real nice personality
and"
"Great shape, huh?" Norman stood up.
People shouldn’t lay around on a nice day
"Great

Once again, to those who have expressed
their confidence in me. I apologize for the
circumstances which prevent my presidential
candidacy.

shape.

like this, he told himself. I’ll think later
. . . and lie tossed the newspaper in a

Vie Lee
ASH Vice President

trash can.
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adjusted and guaranteed: 841.4 assembled.
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CYCLE AND TOY SHOP
Cycling is our Business

Late model standard
Now portables
Rentel-purehan
Free delivery
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Established 1896
835. 2nd St.

Body,

didn’t matter. But he didn’t want to be

DESIMONE’S

Phone: 295-0587
Parking in Rear of Store

for

"An island?" Norman wondered. Was

In short. I do not want to wage a poorly
organized campaign, for to do so would be
unfair to those supporting me.
In closing, I just wish to say that I have all
the respect for this administration thus far.
I will be leaving office at the end of this year
with a sense of satisfaction, for this administration has been productive, both in terms
of programs and in the creation of a new
image. I have enjoyed serving the student
body of this college as vice president and the
California State College Student Presidents
Association as Chairman of the Delegates
Assembly.

56 South First Street
OPEN 24 HOURS

girl

he becoming an island? If he was:, 20 dead
men; 200 (lead men: 2 million dead men

The major hurdle is the lack of finances. I
put a priority last year upon my extra curricular activities, which placed student government above all else. I do not regret my
decision. I have thought of the vice presidency and the chairmanship of Student Council as a full time job and have therefore been
unable to do renumerative work. I have declined all forms of financial assistance from
friends who knew of my situation in regard to
the campaign, for I do not think that it is
right to gamble
and a campaign is
a
gamble with other
people’s finances.
My involvement at this crucial time, both
as outgoing vice president and as a student,
prevent an arduous, nine-day, person to person
campaign which is a requisite in any successful campaign.

Peugeot $69.95 and $79.95. A
sharp 10-speed derailer bike with
27" wheels end 21", 23", 24" and
251/2" frames. Featuring Mafac
center-pull brakes with dural hubs
end handle bar stem. New Simplex
Prestige Derailer,

a

body . .

The realization of my ambitions and my
limitations prevent my entering into another
campaign this year.

----Budget Dinner Sited al

OPEN 24 HOURS

the news. "Negro ghetto unrest ..." (man-

Many close friends, political colleagues and
acquaintances have approached me these last
few weeks to offer their financial and physical
resources toward my campaign. To these people and to the 3.000 voters un.ho gave me their
I say,
expression of confident:, la,t year
thank you.
For a vice president to say that he. doss not
desire the presidency is false, for I, too, want
it very much. There are certain programs I
want completed and an image of government
of which we can be proud. New programs,
like babies, have a gestation period and it
takes time for them to mature. This year
has been a point of departure for many new
programs; next year can be the maturation
period.

A Watch From
Hudson’s
Jewelers

Round The Clock

.ssomrstos

any-

Read. Read. "Donne wasn’t so great,"
he thought. Keep busyread the advertise-
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Read

ringing phrases. "No man is an island,
entire of himself . . . each man’s death
diminishes me. . ."

Just Supposing . . .

Presidential Parlance

RTAN DAILY

Read.

busy. Don’t think. But

Norman had a weakness for remembering

the same princess that went on in Eu-

Korea after the Korean War, and

Read.

thing---hut keep

some other world power, such as Red
China or Russia?

his

mother if it had been him. He wondered
if those guys had girls. Like his. With

rope and Japan after World War
in

Pasquinade

293-5808

IPS I. SAN PIRNANDO ST.
295-6745

World -Wide Ad Panel Supports
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Color Commercials

Aa,ii Mitchell executed ,(..,1,.1sAN qUENTIN at 10 1,Iday
a.m. In brutal slaying of Saer.,
Television advertising’s advanec- just as baseball is on opening di merit cop .
. in SACRAMENT()
two hours later legislators vot,,,I ownt was given solid support by ’ pointing to tile fact that haseb..0
had enjoyed a good day at the
I to keep death penalty. . .
!s. top advertising executives on
gate Monday.
I
Cassius Clay loses again; in 11...V.
West CJuro at a panel dis"Advertising may be losing its
, VEGAS yesterday the boxer anii
afternoon in JC- effectiveness in some specialir...i
; nounced that April 25 title fight 1,
1
1
l
groups, but it is increasing in cen,
off. . . NATIONWIDE rail strike
In response to the question "Is munieating to the masses,"
nnw set for May 3, unions anTelevkion Advertising Losing Its marked Arnold M. Allan, It’
nounce....
,Iii MOSCOW after launching of Effectiveness?" the panel resound- products manager for Fotern..-1
new Cosmos satellite, Soviets hint ed with "No! It was quite the Dairies.
fl.’W manned flights . . . one of opposite."
MASS MEDIA OPERATION
Jack Ordain, vice president,
; RED CHINA’s top musicians has
"The effectiveness in specialwed
‘2 !escaped, been granted asylum in weioern division of the Television
fields is decreasing because the
I.’ S
in LOS ANGELES Mat - liurc iu of Advertising. Inc., listed
people in the higher income
tin Luther King denies advocating one teasan why advertising is adeducation bracket air watchin_
fusion of civil rights, peace move- vancing.
"The (int ush of color - quanti- less TV," he said, "TV is a MASS .
! ments....
tative and qualitative -- adds to media operation."
_
b F
P-senberi
I
Battles galore continue in VIETthe emotional appeal and reality
Richard J. Schade, West Coast
who lives in a bus, has evolved a philosophy of
’’OPEN YOUR MIND,’ expand your awareness,
NAM reports Saigon, noting unof advertising as opposed to black representative for NBC-TV, relife from his experience. "I flow with the life
are the dual messages of Bob Dylan and Jim
usual yesterday, however . . .
and white." he said.
marked on the effect advertising
around me now,’ he says.
Walsh, a senior majoring in "illusions.’ Walsh,
marching Communists in URUhas on sales. He pointed out that
GUAY protest against Punte del
COLOR TELEVISION
;a firm’s retailers incieased the
Este summit conference LBJ atDavid Lundy, vice president of size of their orders 220 per cent
tending.. . .
Blair Television in San Francisco, over the manufacturers estimate
Truckers back to work after con- added. "Color broadcasting is now when the firm annoanced they
tract reached in WASHINGTON 100 per cent at night with day would do television advertising.
on wage raises. . . .
time expected to he 75 per cent
Dale K. Stevenson, media diIn SAN JOSE Ron James, Vir- color next year," he reported. "The rector for Camphell-Ewald Co. in
ginia Shaffer, Joe Colla swept to number of multiple set homes has San Francisco, remarked that telebig election victories in city con- increased 35 per cent to 13.7 million vision is technically limited and
knock
herself
out
for
this
guy
in
test. Mrs. Shaffer, with many op- homes.
to
have
By DIANE TELESCO
he says. "I want people
more data is needed on what the
a
derby
hat,
suit,
tie
while
I
laments and 58 per cent of the
to
make,"
choices
and
Spartan Daily Feature Wetter
opportunities
Kenneth M. Flower, EGO -TV viewer does while the TV set is
Jim Walsh can live a block from Walsh explained. "You can’t teach waited for $1 of change. But when ’ vote, biggest surprise winner. . . . sales manager, rematked "adver- on, and what reaction he has to
campus any time he wants without people how to enjoy themselves,
((’ontinued on Page 6)
compiled from AP tising is losing its effectiveness !he commercial, he reported.
paying rent.
but you can create environments
For Walsh, a senior majoring in ..vhere this can take place."
Because of the crowded living
"illusions," lives in a Volkswagen
bus.
conditions in the bus. Walsh says
From the bus has come a whcle he "is forced to let myself flow
philosophy of life, the main fea- with the life around me.
ture of which is "a heightened
LOSE SENSE OFTIME
awareness of the things around
you.,,
"Every day becomes important,"
Walsh, who moved into the bus he says. "You lose your sense of
from an apartment nine months time. If you become occupied with
ago, says that possessions hinder something, you can stay. A home
draws you back, but a bus doesn’t.
consciousness.
"Living in a bus is like eating
"When I lived in the apartment,
It was easy to slip into the walls," a home cooked meal after you’ve
Walsh said, "I hid in the apart- been cooking for yourself. You
ment. I shut the world out and es- really appreciate it.

Bus Living Teaches Philosophy
’An Awareness of Things Around’

DR.

JAMES CLARK
... state officer

ACSCP Elects
English Prof Veep
1.1. .1antes
SJS English
professor and president of the SJS
chapter of the Association of California State College Professors
ACSCP I, was recently elected
vice president of the State CoutteiL
The State Council is the statewide organization of the ACSCP.
Membership on the State Council
is determined by total membership
of the local one representative for
each 100 members). Clark’s election will give SJS two representatives plus one executive office in
the organization.
Clark will serve as vice president of the State Council for one
)ear.
C1967 Gant Shinnothers

"We block so many experiences
caped. But it was more than that
it was having one place to go, a off from ourselves. We’re not in
contact with our surroundings when
sanctuary.
we live in apartments or homes.
BUS ONLY PLACE TO SLEEP
When you’re in a bus, you’re more
"I have no place to go now. The aware of what’s happening."
He explained that bus-living
bus is only a place to sleep. It
makes you live a very unstructured makes easy changes in environlife. You live tangents. You have ment. "I once parked on First
no goals when you live in a bus." Street," he said. "When I woke up
Walsh feels a closeness to nature In the morning, I saw a guy walkthat he never felt before. "I’m ing clown the street with a tranmuch closer to life," he said. "At sistor radio plugged into his ear.
night, when it rains I hear it on I had been taught this was gross,
the tin roof. It’s amazing. I can the most unmeaningful, superficial thing. But suddenly, I felt
feel it, but I’m warm and dry.
"You’re totally unaware of the empathy with this guy. He was
ramifications of life until you live really grooving with the music. I
in a bus," Walsh said. "The Dig- could understand.
gers once said, ’Don’t make us pay
INTERACTION WITH PEOPLE
for your kicks.’ That’s very im"You can learn a hell of a lot
portant. There is no responsibility
to anyone except for me to enjoy without interacting with people,"
he said. "The other night in a cofmyself."
His aim is to create discontent, fee shop, I watched this waitress

HIRTMAKERS

Xt.?,

Bristol Stripe Oxford
... an almost lighter -than -air cotton oxford
batiste... in colors and stripings that bring

out the boy in a man. Tailored with a deft
hand ...typically Gant. Important: this
Bristol Stripe Oxford button-down will tenaciously hold its crispness when the heat’s
on.

MANN HAUS

Man to man...this spirited GANT button-down
is as light as a toy balloon.
Bristol Stripe Oxford: an airy cotton batiste oxford that’s
almost lighter than air. And when the humidity is on, it tenaciously
keeps its crisp, handsome facade Deftly tailored in trim Hugger body.
Like

Gant shirts, Bristol Stripe Oxford has Ølan in a gentlemanly

manner Spirited colors and stripings; about $8.00 at discerning stores.

TRADITIONAL CLOTHIERS

243-3352
Open Monday, Thursday, and Friday night until 9:30
419 Town & Country Village
II I

I-2

F

Students Getting Break

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
r"U

By LEW ARMISTEAD
spartan Daily sports Editor
Athletic Director Bob Bronzan
will be playing a game called
-entney ball" with the Student
c.uneil in hopes of bringing the
SJS athletic budget closer to the
level of those at other colleges.
Tuesday afternoon Bronzan presented a proposal to the Financial
Advisory Board asking to raise
the ASB conttibution to the athIotic program,
Presently, $5.50 of each muttint’s fee goes to intercollegiate
athletics, but Bronzan would like
$6.50.
"On a per capita basis, tht
trotreollegiate athletics pr grim at

Attention Art Students
Spcial on Clear Casting Resin

Pints .89
Quarts $1.44
Gallons $3.95

Pabco Paint Mart
Opsn until
530 per. Daily
Sat., until I per.
Free Parking

9ine Cla.cwic quitam
Lutes by Hauser
Excellent Selection of Baroque Blockflofes
Superb Instruments of the Highest Quality

litcCoPd
296-6113

810 Town & Country Village

SCREEN SCENES
.firerifie.)
3

THE FIN

T FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

trioutA4

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

23rd SMASH WEEK
1433 THE ALAMEDA 2974060
WINNER OF TWO ACADEMY AWARDS
"BEST STORY -SCREENPLAY"
JEAN -LOUIS TR1NTIGNANT

"BEST FOREIGN FILM"
ANOUK AIMEE

A MAN
ANd A WOMAN

GRAND PRIZE WINNER 1966
CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
ADULTS ONLY

NIalalki

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
16th HILARIOUS WEEK

BURBANK, at S. BASCCM-295.-211

ig-

Everyone should go see
Lynn
"Georgy Girl"
Redgrave is irresistible-Life

COROPY
SUGGESTED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES

ACADEMY
AWARD
SPECIAL!

NOW!
EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT

SARATOGA
14502 Big Basin

867-3026

ADDED
LEE MARVIN
(BEST ACTOR 1966)
"CAT BALLOU"

Academy Award "Best Song"

"BORN FREE"
HELD OVER

C

2nd WEEK

FROM THE PRODUCERS OF
"ECCO" & "MONDO FREUDO ’

400 S. 1st. San Jose 294-5544

"MONDO BIZARRO"

I ADULTS

TOP CO -HIT

"The New
Wineskin"
College Student Center

Bronzan Asks Rise for Athletic Budget

STORE

Ask for
Al Minimum
543 E.
Sealta Clara
2134313
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he attends any SJS athletic activity. Students are admitted without
charge to all regularly scheduled
athletic events, except some away
games in football ant basketball.
TICKET REDUCTIONS
’rhey also receive reductions of
ticket prices for such away football games as the ones with Stan fold, the University of California
and the University of Pacific. Reserve ticket prices for Stanford
football games are $5 while SJS
students were able to see the
Dalian -Spartan tilt for $1.50.
While &IS has been able t
survive athletically with this bud it in the past, Bronzan believe,
that there is a definite need tt.,
the proposed increase.
"The success of our athlete
teams can be attributed to a lint
dedicated coaching staff and t,
the presence of goad athletes:’
Btonzan claimed.

INCR EA SE NECESSARY
Bronztta "sit nods that the in ’Tease he lequested will be necessary to conduct the intemolle. eiate athletic program at the level
the students desire.
"A clear majority of the students enrolled at the college desire to support an intercollegiate
sivorts program at current level of
competition or at an increased
level," Btonzan said.
The only scientifically conducted
survey at SJS was in 1965, according to Bronzan. This showed that
78 per cent of the student body
preferred to maintain the program
at least at its present level, 6 per
cent wanted to increase the level
of competition and 2 per cent to
drastically reduce it.
Bronzan additionally explains
that \To,’ lit tie is being asked from
each student.

Three Sports Receive
Largest Percentage

STUDENTS 13.5V LITTLE
’The crux of the question is
’ how much is each student paying
Inn’ the athletic program, and the
whole point is that they are paying
i’’al minimal amount."
Ittenzan explained that there are
number of advantages the school
roceives front its athletic program.
Among these are local, national
and international recognition, the
ttrovisions of wholesome recreation d! outlets and the contribution of
the "esprit de corps" to the ma ’tally of the students.
The’, are additional monetary
di in
to every student when

- JET
NEW YORK
Leave June 17
from Oakland
-non stop-one way-

$8940

SALE!
Of
TRADITIONAL

TROUSERS

50% OFF!
Vaughn’s entire stock of traditional dress trousers
reduced to 1,12 price. Select from all wool m orsteds, tropieals, Dacronfi/wool blends and
other fine imported and dainestfc fabrics.
OACIION

Special charter for students,
faculty and their immediate
families.

Call-297-8000
Prof. David Mage
c/o San Jose Travel Service
223 S. 1st St.
San Jose

Th,

knowing that your typed reports are neatly finished. Typing
improves the appearance of
papers and allows more time
for revisions and corrections.
Rent or Buy a Typewriter

Modern Office
Machines

Warm your tummy!

15c
buys a surprise
HOT lunch item.
A different dish every day
at

Peanuts

IS III/I/11(.11

several sports. It should be emphasized that this contribution

Sandwich Shop

because of off-campus interests in the present level

of com It i

Opposite Administration Building
on San Fernando Street.

Facilities Bloom

Athletic Hopes Up
Athletics is it ,tiving at SJS,
and its hopeful entrance into the
West -in Athletic Conference could
be even a further boost.
For the past several years SJS
has hoped to gain entrance into
the WAC, which includes teams
from Arizona, Utah and New
Mexico. The completion of this
goal could be near.
"The probability that SJS will
become a member of the WAC is
excellent," reported Bob Bronzan,
athletic director. "The WAC is the
fastest growing athletic conference
in the nation."
Presently, the WAC includes the
1!niversity of Arizona, Arizona
State, New Mexico, Utah, Brigham
Young and Wyoming.

SPECIAL
STUDENT
RATES

124 E. San Fernando
2934588

Brut:Kart riainit91.

exists old%

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

WEEK-ENDS...

,:partan ri.iin,Lifion and

Near.- noill 11rotizart.

speaker: BOB LINDSAY
Self proclaimed Communist
running for San Jose City
Council

ENJOY YOUR

eeifically. in addition to
_tittrantees to opponents,
have occurred in trans.
portal trtti. equannent maintenance,

Tine

Ths

and
Liberalism"

"COM M III/ iSM

Typewriters

Yl.Burnond.:.za n also pointed out that
operating costs to conduct the athtette program are increasing each

Football, probably the most expensie Tort to riot iii uptip.
’tient. gets the largest share while track and basketball are also
high above the other 10 teams.
football squad receives S.:I.12 from the 55.11 %%bile track
gets 911 cents and basketball 80 cents for their total budgets.
No sillier team is given more than 20 cents %%hilt- judo receives the least amount. 4.5 cents.
Tin. range for other teams is baseball. 18 cents: cross cotintr.
eight: golf. nim: gymnastics. nine: soccer. 12: swimming. nine:
tennis. eight and a bah.: water polo, IT, arid ’wrestling. 13.
Tin, majority of any team’s budget goes to transportation
so hills- recruitment is 1111NI bleb.
’In tprder to maintain or improve du, attendance of off-campus
persons at Our athletic 1.111111,IS. it is necessary to increase tIle
nimilwr of grants-in-aid.- explained Athletic Director Bob
Bronzan.
Athletic fowls
front three other areas besides student
fit’s,
gate receipts all pro% id,
5011111.
although the rate_u- of their support is tremendous.
State support contributes the niajorit of the athletic litt(1)1(.1.
taking care of facilities, maintenance and coaches’ salaries.
-In contrast to inany institutions. the students of this vollcgt
II0I required to pav staff salaries, imincoacliing personnel_
construction and maintenance id facilities and operational costs.-

THURSDAY EVENING FORUM
7 p.m. tonight

food, lodging, printing (for game
programs’, recruitment, and all
other general operational expenses.
"The intercollegiate sports program at SJS is conducted primarily
for the benefit of the student
body." Bronzan concluded. "And
the students here get an awful
lot of program for what it is
costing them."

Ill,’ $:).511 which
Tliree sports at S,1S reel.ive 111r
goes to Hie intercollegiate sports program front each student’s fee.

SI 0.000 cad)

ADULTS ONLY

"Everybody Loves It"

"When we compare our resources for grants-in-aid I athletic
scholarships) with those available
to cur opponents, our success is
even more noteworthy. However,
the blunt truth is that we compete against great odds."
veteran athletic director ex!tlained that many California state
, and out-of-state colleges with
which we compete have increased
both theit number and monetary
value of grints-in aid.
’WE’RE LOSING GROUND’
"By holding the line at the oreslevel, we, in effect, are losing

ISJS operates on a comparatively
Ismall amount," Bronzan explained.
1"In order to compete equitably at
la level of competition preferred
by the majority of students, it is
necessary to inc lease toe student
body appropriation to the intercollegiate athletics program."
Current figures at other col leges plainly show that the SJS
athletic fund is scraping bottom.
The University of Utah program
gets $:30 per student. the Universily of Arizona $15 and New
Mexico State University $42. All
of these schools are membets of
the Western Athletic Conference.
which SJS hopes to join.
Locally, according to a survey
presented to the College Athletic
Business Managers Association in
I958, the University of California
receives $10, UCLA $16 and USC
$8.50. Even Gettyshurg College was
granted $23 in 1958. All of these
figures have naturally gone up
,ince then.

10th Br San Fernando Streets

Bronzan also expects that SJS
facilities will bloom in the future.
.bability that
"The
Stadium will be enlarged to the
to seat 91.000 is exseason
1968
cellent." Braman remarked. "Ento the interest
largement
in the present level of competition
and increased level of competition."
A new basketball facility is also
in the making, according to BronZan.
"The master plan for SJS provides for a basketball pavilion to
seat from 5.000 upward," he
stated. "The City of San Jose is
exploring plans to construct a
sports pavilion that would seat
about 15,000 for basketball."

pi

JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

EUROPE
’67
’399
From

gat
ad.
,:14ifI

u-4;

:!Tif j
Ilar"

inc. fax

JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT

POLVE,

(.- state college students, faculty and their immediate families)

$14.95 . . NOW . . $ 7.46

$19.95 . . NOW .. $ 9,96

ti

$22.95 . . NOW . . $11.48
NOW . . $12.46

$24.95

$27.50 . . NOW .. $13.75
Limited
Time
IlkOnly
35’k DISCOUNT
$ANK CREDIT
CANDI ValCOINg

$29.50 . . NOW .. $14.75
$32.50 . . NOW . . $16.25

1.,.

,

UGH

Includes tostada,
onchilada, rice or beans,
and salad.

SAP niANCISCA
...... t01ni41,1 {Urn(
1.1.0 WO UN NM Weiwooto 5,040

rn

530

I

125 S. FOURTH

rn.

1 AC 0 S
Tico’s Combination Plate
$1.19

AT RATHER GATE
IJNIVEFICITY MEN’S SHOPS

rn,

Phone Orders 297-8421

Frmn Oakland to Brussels:
via 707 Jet ($437)

TWO S
Put variety in your life

ON ALL
MERCHANDise

Mon. -S01. 9.30
Thur. , 9 30

From Los Anseles to London:
via 707 Jet

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

$16.95 .. NOW .. $ 8.46

4th and St. James

June 13 -Sept. 5
June 17-Aug. 29

From San Francisco
o Madrid, London or Paris:
(8476.501 Group Hight.

June 20.
Aug. 30

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Paris:
($476.501 Group flight.

June 15.
Sept. 6

Call or Write

Prof. David Mage
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.

Air and land arrangements by:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First St., S.J.
297-8000

Not state college sponsored or controlled.
Please send ma information on charter flighh to Europe.
Name
Address
City
Phone

Talented Soccer Squad la SE Gyin Saturday
Tangles With Stanford
With the nucleus
squad returning and
talented ft-ash ready
sity, Spartan sower
Menendez sends his

of the 1966
a group of
for the varCoach Julie
troops into

START
CAREER
NOW
Management Trainee,
$100 a week salary
Oldest and largest fraternal
insurance society domiciled
in Northwest, has single
opening for man over 21,
married or veteran, with maturity, ambition, and character.
START WHILE IN COLLEGE
and hav permanent career established upon completion of school Complete company sponsored
sales and management course
NEW CAR furnished when
you qualify. Call 298-1263
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. for
confidential interview.
NEIGHBORS OF
WOODCRAFT
415 W. Hedding St.
Suite 211

battle for the fast time during
spring practice, next Friday, April
21 against Stanford in Sparkui
Stadium.
Blessed with nine returning lettermen trans last year’s top rated
team, Menendez has been holding
practice for two weeks but the
continuous rains have cancelled numerous sessions.
The annual Alumni game will be
played Friday. April 28 in Spartan
Stadium. The following Friday, the
Spartans will meet Stanford at
Livermore in an exhibition for the
Livermore Unified School District.
Spring practice is scheduled to conclude May 5, but Menendez has a
tenative match with the U.S.
Olympic Soccer Team scheduled,
for May 30, and if it is played
practice will end at that time.
The top returnee from the 1966
club is leading scorer and second
team All-American Henry Crunacho, a junior next fall.
San Mateo transfer Pete Silberstein is rated by Menendez as one
of the best soccer players in the
U.S. He was a participant in the
Olympic trials last fall.
Talent moving up from last
year’s freshman squad will be the
team’s leading scorer, Bob Boogaard, and Mike Mosfegh, a player
rated by Menendez as a "fine athlete who has good promise for the
future. -

A warm wonderful comedy

OPENS TOMORROW NIGHT

lio64on:4 Choice
By Harold Brighouse
April 14, 15, 19-22
SJSC Students 75e
General $1.50
294-1931

College Theatre
8:15 p.m.
Box Office open 1-5 p.m.

STUDYING LATE?
Take a break
and satisfy
that midnight
hunger!
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
(11 p.m. -6 a.m.)
3 Jumbo Eggs

Ham Steak

Toast

Potatoes

Coffee

$1.55
Banquet facilities
available to
all S.J.S.
groups.
610 Coleman
286-3838

-12,4a

very specially priced!

Thursday, April lk 1947 ’

Spartans Attempt Sixth Judo Title
By JOHN JACKSON
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
The best judo team in the United
States will be in Spartan Gym Saturday.
Actually it’s not unusual to find
the best judo team in Spartan
Gym, since the SJS team is considered the top team in the counWhat is unusual is the calibre
of opposition the Spartans will be
meeting Saturday, as they shoot
for their sixth consecutive collegiate championship in the NCAA
tournament.
Top teams entered in the tournament, which is being neld at SJS

for the first time, are East Coast
NCAA champion West Point, University of Washington, Central
Michigan, University of South Dakota, Texas Western, Southern
Illinois, University of California
at Santa Barbara, Colorado State
and Loyola University from Chicago.
The Spartans, who have won
championships at Cornell, Texas
Western, the Air Force Academy,
Southern Illinois and Ohio State,
will base their hopes for a home
victory on a well balanced team
of veterans and junior college
transfers.
Maya Nakao is the only member

Lee Evans Prepares
For Busy Weekend
If the old adage. "No rest for
the wicked" is true, Lee Evans
must feel like the meanest person
on the SJS track team this season.
It is doubtful that the saying
pertains to the versatile and hardworking Evans, but once again the
fact will come through in Fresno
Saturday.
The meet was originally scheduled for 7 p.m. but because of cold
weather and rain in Fresno it has
been moved back several hours to
1:30. Competing with the Spartans and Fresno State will be
Tracy Walters’ frosh, who performed well in several events last
week while competing with the
varsity and SCYV.
Evans made his time worthwhile on the Spartan oval last
week when he won one event, finished a close second in another and
topped off a busy clay by leading
SJS’ still-undefeated relay teams
to a pair of wins.
After completing his specialty,
the 440, Saturday, Evans commented that he was satisfied with
his 47.3 time mainly because of the
condition of the track.
Another reason for the relatively
slow time for Evans was that he
led all the way and was not forced
to push himself to the fullest.
Coach Bud Winter has the sec-

Frosh Battle
Rain, Gators
The surest way to get rain in
California is to schedule a freshman baseball game, or so it must
seem to Spartababe Coach Bill
Gustafson.
Gustafson and his team have
had nine ball games rained out
this season, and have played only
one game since March 11.
The Spartababes try again today, as they meet San Francisco
State in a doubleheader on the
Spartan diamond. At least that’s
what the schedule says.
If the SJS monsoons cease today, John White and Walt Yost
will pitch for the Spartababes, as
Gustafson is saving front liners
Gary Enos and Jay Fike for Saturday’s league doubleheader
against the Cal frosh in Berkeley.
White, a converted outfielder,
will be making his first appearance
as a SJS pitcher.
To fill the void created in the
outfield by the pitching of White
and the sickness of starter Don
Aymx, Gustafson will strut Roger
Riggs and John Sipila in the outfield along with Chuck Zuercher,

ond half of the greatest one-two
scoring punch since the days of
Rooky Marciano entered in the
440, 220 and serving as the third
leg of the relay teams.
The meet is still scheduled for
the Fresno State track, but could
be moved to Lemoore where an allweather track is available.

of this year’s Spartan team experienced in NCAA championshit
competition. The stocky junior was
third in the 205-pound division last
year.
REST ALL-AROUND
In an effort to get the best
all-around line-up into the tournament, Spartan Coach Yosh Uchida
will enter Nakao in the heavyweight division this year, and the
judokas will try to win the division title captured by Spartan
Roger Miller last year.
Another Spartan trying to protect an SJS title is Bill Gouin. The
fast advancing judoka will be
shooting for the 154-pound title
won last year by Spartan star
and tournament grand champion
Paul Maruyama,
Junior Keith Pickard, who competed for the Spartans last year.
will make his bid for a collegiate
title in the 205-pound division.
The SJS squad will also consist
of a trio of outstanding junior college transfers.
Susumu KOdall i, from Foothill,
will carry the Spartan hopes in
the 139-pound division, while Gary
Martin, from nearby West Valley, will be SJS’ 165-pound entrant.
Yugi Moriya, from Kiyoto, Japan, is the SJS 176-pound division

Spartan Baseballers Hope
Kemmerle Will Be Stopper
Rich Kemmerle hopes to be the!
stopper for Spartan ba.seballers to- I
day.
The tall right hander will try to
stop both a two-game Spartan losing streak and a winless string of
three games played in Municipal
Stadium, as he pitches against San
Francisco State at 3 p.m. today.
Although he has pitched well in
spots, Kemmerle has had trouble
in his starting assignments this
season. He has failed to last past
the third inning in two starting appearances, and has an 0-1 won-lost
record.
Plagued by a sore arm much of
the year, the veteran from last
season’s Spartan team hopes to
help SJS avenge an early season
7-1 loss to the Gators.
San Francisco State pounded out
11 hits in that game, but got only
one off Kemmerle, who pitched the
last two innings in scoreless fashion.
Tomorrow Frank Pangborn and
Pete Hoskins, the Spartans two
most effective hurlers in recent
games will pitch against St. Mary’s.
Tomorrow’s doubleheader begins
at 3 p.m., and will be the first
meeting of the year between the
Spartans and Gaels.
Saturday the Spartans travel to
Stockton hoping to complete a
four game season’s sweep of UOP’s
Tigers.
SJS has already beat the Tigers
twice this season, sweeping a dou-

bleheader, 6-3 and 3-2, on the Spartan diamond.
Curve balling Bronco buster Rod
Christiansen will start one of the
games against Pacific, with veteran Mike Shamony set to pitch
the second.
Although the Spartans have a
6-9 won-lost record, they have been
playing very fine ball since spring
vacation, and only a pair of tough
3-1 losses to the University of California and nationally sixth ranked
Washington State have held them
under the .500 mark.
Lack of clutch hitting was primarily responsible for the two
close defeats, and Spartan Coach
Ed Sobczak will reshuffle his outfield somewhat in an effort to get
more bat power into the line-up.
Starting in the outer garden
against SFS will be Joe Ward and
Fred Luke, along with regular centerfielder Bob Burrill.
The rest of the line-up remains
intact, with Bart Spina, Tony Hernandez, Tom Brandi and John
Besse in the infield, and Ray Valminesi coaching.

Lively up your wardrobe with this springweight
suit from Rams Head! It’s light in feeling yet
hard -finished and crisp for Maximum mileage.

SCREEN
SCENES
STUDIO
212-6778

396 South first

CAL
TJADER

MICHAEL
CAINE

Is every man
an ALFIE1
Ask any girl!

IN PERSON
This weekend!
April 14, 15, 16

PAUL NEWMAN
AN"!

Sao Jose
For ticket information
call 292.2596

Winner of 4
Academy Awards

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES
In research, product and process control, industrial cost control, plant operations and equipment
design for chemists, chemical engineers, food
technologists and industrial engineers.
Stable Employment
Rapid advancement
Excellent salaries
and employee benefits

Campus interviews, Wednesday. April 19
Sign up today for

an interview.

Spreckles Sugar Company
Division of
American Sugar Company

THE GENTLEMAN’S SHIRT

,

CYCLES
1435 Alameda
Phone 2934766

tbe

Rediscover Cycling Joy

P twig

SALES
RENTALS
SERVICE

... with
highest
honors

BY GUARDSMAN

169.5

Natural shoulder. Olive, Blue, Putty. Where
else but Grodins at only

’77

PAUL’S

NEW COLOR!
Genuine moccasins
rich and right. Antiqued
Bourbon is the best thing
to happen to macs since
the handsewn front! A
cleargolden brown hand.
stained with a smokier
color to create a new
look. Authentic for Fall!

hopeful. Moriya distinguished himself last week by finishing this,!
in his weight division in the AM’
championships in Las Vegas.
. _

The JEWEL COMPANIES. INC.
... will be interviewing male students interested in applying
for full time summer employment.
Two week training with full salary will prepare the student to take advantage of valuable business experience as
well as sizable profits.
In addition, all college students working for Jewel will
be in a competitive position for scholarship awards.
The Jewel representative will be at the placement
office tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sign up today for
an interview.

ANTIQUED
BOURBON
Our New Lightweight
Oxford Weave Suits

SPARTAN n4ls--5 aopoccezcosedetoefelleINIOINIV

Aumweas:dofm0a2rs9kEAom;r10. 1

’

’4

raduate to the ultimate /
in traditional shirtmanship
the Purist* button-down
exclusive with Sero. Unsurpassed for styling with its
renowned full -flared, soft rolled collar. Unmatched for
comfort with its neatly tapered lines . . . its seven button front. Available in fine
batiste oxfords, colorful
chambrays, and feather lite
madras. Half sleeves ... in a
wide range of solid colours
and white.

59.90

(741=2,0 ID I NS =mid’

Valley Fair Centeropen Monday -Friday until 9:30 p.m.
Saturday until 5:30 p.m.
San Antonio CenterMountain Viewopen Monday.
Friday until 9 p.m. Saturday until 5:30 p.m.

GRODINS
14 VALLEY FAIR
Open Mon.Fri. until 9.30 p.m.. Sat until 530

AVAILABLE AT

Mosher’s Ltd.
98 E. San Fernando

sae

Thursday, April 13

6--IIPADTAN DAILY
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Spartaguide

War in Vietnam
To Be Discussed
At Two Sessions

9 a.m., Seventh and San Fernando.
Rally to send off "marchers" to
The Vietnam war will be the
San Francisco. Participants should subject of a disau.ssion tomorrow
night at 9:30 at Jonah’s Wail by
"Can Christians Live in a Va- bring colored chalk.
cuum?’
dt tee, 6 p.m., Richard Reeb and Dr. Jacob Patt.
Parents Day C
The event is being sponsored by
Society of Chemical Engineers. Tower Hall, President’s Confer- the Campus Christian Center.
ence Room.
of
Blake
John
Dr.
E230.
p.m.,
7:30
On Friday at 7:30 p.m. in JC141.
Indurtrial Technology Society, a war debate on Vietnam brings
FMC Corporation will discuss en7:30 p.m., Manny’s Cellar.
gineering development work.
together Dr. Milorad Drachodich
Student Mobilization Comudttee, "College Llfe," 7 p.m., 384 E. Wil- of the Hoover Institute on War
liam :r1. Topic: "The Clothes that Revolution and Peace of Stanford
University and Peter Henry King.
Make the Man."
Dr. Patt, associate professor of
t’ounselor Interviews for Freshhistory, received a Ph.D. in 1958
LN306.
Camp.
man
Phone 294-3480 or 297-4372
from Stanford University after a
Christian Science Organization, B.A. in 1941 from Emmanuel Mis7:30 p.m., Chew’ of Reconciliation, sionary College. in Michigan. He
Tenth and San Carlos.
also received an M.A. from PaStudent Math Society, 12:30 cific College, Angwin, Calif. He
p.m., MH225. Topic: "Fibonacci recently returned from South Viet.
mum
Numbers in Infinite Variety."
Reeb is a graduate student in
ONE WAY
Angel Flight, 6:15 p.m., E169. political science, and former presiArea I inspection test to be taken dent of the Young Republicans.
by all actives. General meeting at
Reed stated that "Drachodich
7 p.m.
specializes in Communist studies."
Dr. King, professor of humaniSigma Delta Chi, Theta Sigma
Paris to San Francisco
Phi, 7 p.m., JC2013. Plans will be ties, received a Ph.D. in 1959 from
August 2 & August 4, 1967
UCLA. He also received an MA.
made for a reunion dinner.
San Francisco to Paris or Brussels
in 1952 from St. Andrew’s Uni(’hi Sigma Epsilon, 3:30 p.m.,
August 31 & September 3, 1967
versity in North Carolina.
E346A.
This event is co-sponsored by
A limited number of spaces is
Jonah’s Wail, 9:30 p.m. Vietnam the Young Republicans and the
available for faculty. staff,
lecture and discussion,
students of the California State
Student Mobilization Committee.
Colleges
Baptist Student Union, 7 p.m.,
Students should meet at MH234 to
Fare: $225 one way
go to the Haggai Crusade. Rides
Tan included
will be provided.
Whether the presence of ill,
For information:
Office of International Programs
Spartan Sabres Honorary Socie- United States militaryfo rces
The California State Colleges
ty, 7:30 p.m., Bavarian Room of justified in Vietnam will he dr.-1600 Holloway Avenue
cussed today as part of the Oxford
Garden City Hofbrau.
San Francisco, California 44132
Union Debate Series at 3:35 in
Campus Crusade for Christ, 7 WG101.
NOTE: Flights are designed to
p.m., 384 East William, No. 1. Camtake students to Europe for the
academic year-this is not
pus clothes and Arrowhead Springs
round-trip flight to Europe.
What Is Understanding?
will be topics of discussion.
You are invited to consider this
French Club, 12.30 p.m., A133.
and other subjects with us.
A French film will be shown.
Meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
Chapel at the corner of S. Tenth
TOMORROW
and San Carlos Streets.
Young Republieans and Student
7:30 p.m. JC141. VietMobillzat
nam debate
TODAY

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowaldp, 9 p.m., HE lounge. Top::’:

WHAT IS BAHA’I?
AND FIND OUT.
EUROPE

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS

Woodrow Wilson Fellowships Awarded;
Six Students Receive Honorable Mention
Fellowship
Wilson
Woodrow
awards for 1967 -68 have been
announced and six SJS students
received honorable mention recognition.
The six selected vivre among
some seventy Spartans originally
nominated for the fellowship.
Honorable mention winners include Mark H. Bullock, sociology;
Jean A. Cormiek, English literature; Raymond C. Gruenich, so-

JC Students Meet
To Air Difficulties
Representatives from West Valley College will be on ciunpus April
17 to discuss problems the junior
college’s students have when
transferring to SJS.
Paul Graton, counselor at the
Campbell school, said the meetings are scheduled in an effort to
keep West Valley curriculum up
to date.
The meetings will be held in
Library North, third floor, from
9 am. to 4 p.m.

make your own sundae
trith all the trimmings:
..21P
chocolate

441

hittter-cotch
at rawberry
coconut
cherries
pineapple

outs
’srrarslirrrallows

.411 you con fit
on the dish.
1TH s Ina,

TAU Delta Phi, 11 a.m.. Cafeteria A. Luncheon.
11111e1, 8:30 p.m., Campus Chapel. Friday night services will be
conducted by Hillel students.

SATURDAY
Diliel, 8 p.m.,

Sigma Alpha Mu
House, 332 South 11th. Live band
dance with no admission charge.
All Jewish students invited.

Spartan Tr -C’, 7

p.m.,

Tri-C

Building.

Strident Mobilization,

8:30 a.m.,
Peace Center, Marchers’ send off.

Tr -C, 7

p.m.,

Tri-C

Mailer
atweleri
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

San Jose
Phone 297-0920
72 S. First St.

When placing a
classified ad
remember:
I. List the price. Many
prospective buyers
will not be interested
in an article without
knowing the price.
2. Make sure you are
home on the days you
advertise. If you will
be home only in the
mornings or afternoons, indicate it in
your ad.
3. Don’t omit or abbreviate important words
to save money. Ads
that are easy to understand get the best
results.

SAVE 40-60% ON FRAMES

TO END THE WAR

Now from our huge selection of
custom picture frame mouldings

Saturday April 15
ASSEMBLY

1.1710ES ParOM $1213 TO $1000

You are cordially invited to visit our Bridal Registry

and

ace our 22 new patterns in chinaware, featuring: Syracuse
Crystal

Stemware by Ifolmegaard

Boda

from Sweden.

Mailer
fieweler3
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 2’174020

MOULDING BY-THE-FOOT

MARCH
3 p.m. Kezar Stadium, Judy Collins,
begins 10 a.rn. from 2nd & Market
Sts. S.F. Information & bus tickets
Country Joe 8, the Fish, Quicksilver
at 7411 St. mobilization table and at
Messenger Service & others.
Peace Center
235 N. 1st, S.J. 297-2299
Buses leave Peace Center, Saturday 8:30 a.m.
Paid political advertisement-Cheri Brownton #AI477

* Largest selection
* Finished & row mouldings
* Museum & contemporary
styles
* Accurate corners cut at slight
added charge

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
112 S. SECOND ST.
292-1447

PfiVW

3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
MT. VIEW
FAIR
OPEN 5 NIGHTS 365 SAN ANTONIO RD.
941-3600
248-4171

VALLEY

Spartan Daily Classifieds
STEREO & SKINDIVING. Scott amplifier, SUMMER EMPLOYMENT CATALOG.
80 watts. Also wet suit, tank, regulator, Select high paying summer job in your
etc. 227-6164.
field of interest, Over 10.000 jobs listed
$401 JET to Amsterdam June 25-Sept. 5
in all industries, all majors. Send $2 to
including 4-week study course at Alli- SELLING MOST OF MY CLOTHES. American Association College Students.
ance Francaise, Paris. Dr. Milton French, Womens sizes 5 and 7. Call 295-7333, 30 N. LaSalle, Chicago.
S.
5th,
#11.
415
(213) 274-0729 or write 9875 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills. Or Jet package
HELP WANTED 141
HOUSING 1S1
only, New York-London $253 June 16BUY YOUR COSMETICS wholesale and
Soot. 6.
PEACE AND PEOPLE. Vote CNP, Elect earn 30 to 65."0 commissions on sales on MALT roommate needed. 2 -bedroom
part time basis 259-2679 after 5 p.m playpen. 641 S. 11th, #10, 293-6433.
NICK KOPKE ASB President. (Political a
ad-lra Meltzer A13152).

celgale Shopping Center
MOO Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

You can get results with
a Spartan Daily Classified Ad. Place your ad
today in JC-206. Hours:
MWF 10:30 to 3:45,
TTh 10:00 to 3:45.
Closed daily between
12:30 and 1:15.

0

1966 VW-radio, leatherette upholstery.
Juno tuned -up. $1645. John Stanley, 2861938.
WANTED: Volkswagen Bus or Van. Call
294-487) after 5 p.m.
’66 SPRITE. 7900 miles and fully-eguipped with roll bar. Take over payments.
On weekdays call after 5 p.m. Driver
drafted. 258-5555.
HONDA SCRAMBLER 305. ’65. $550.
Owner Europe-bound. Jay, 298.6423.
’61 SPRITE. Runs well. Rough exterior.
Owner Europa-bound. $350 or best offer.
Jay, 298-6423.
’31 STUDEBAKER. Very good condition
-running and looks! Original miles, 34,000 $850. Cell 294.0096.
1960 VOLKSWAGEN with sunroof. Ex.
nnt condition for only $690. Please
contact 294.6933.
’65 HONDA SUPER SPORT 90. $200.
Call evenings, 298-5883.

_
-319a1P,

’I

N

1

t

if

(

711:

910 BOOTS-Women’s 61/2 Kaflarh, for
only $30. Used for only half a season!
293 4289.

SPARTAN
DAILY

SPEED AND CUSTOM PARTS for Falcon
. Also car record player. Cheap.
Dave, 736.4300.
GOOD CLEAN SOUND and moves a lot
of air. Dynekit Mill amplifier, Rak.o.kut
turntable with IS inch eudix arm. Heath
kit SSB extended range speaker system.
Ir.vimonl #1
$165. See
after 5 p.m,

PERSONALS 171

Liability, property damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.

TYPING-ALL KINDS. All work guaranteed. Experienced. Reasonable, Cell 2943772

’Itte

’67 FORD HARDTOP convertible, 2door, V8 automatic transmission. After 6
p.m., 294-5800, Steve.

FOR SALE: modern house near SJS,
completely furnished. 7 rooms, including,
3 bedrooms, 2 bath. Smell payments,
convenient for teacher. Contact: Frank
Haat, 420 S. 15th St.

LOST: OLD INK PEN, no cap, in bookstore 4/5/67. Family keepsake. Please
call G. Stokes at 266-6794.

TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Call 243-6313 between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.

’66 VW 1300. Leatherette upholstery.
Must sell $1550. Call Anne, 297-1947.

FOR SALE 131

charm Thursday
morning. Between Science and Education
buildings. Call 294.0874.

21 IL MARRIED.

ar-

Sedan. Gas. Best
offer over $300. Mechanically sound,
body rough. 287-1384 after noon.

’59 FORD CONVERTIBLE. Rebuilt en.
gine, transmission gone through. Now
brakes and battery. 5350. 275.1208 after
6:30.

LOST AND FOUND 161

SERVICES 181

’64 MERCEDES ISO

’66 HONDA 90. Excellent condition.
Only 7 months old. 1600 miles. Enlisting
Must sell. 5280. 248.5958.

KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT. Must sell.
Cheap. Phone 294-0822.

TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc.. experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.

white, radio,
heater, good condition. $325. See at 106
N. 17th Street.

’62 VW. Excellent mechanical condition.
Radio. very clean. $750. Call 286-4416
evenings.

FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM apartment for
rent. Also summer reservations. 351 5.
11th#6. 286-9351.

CUSTOM SANDALS and belts, $10.50.
up. 2 blocks north of campus off 4th.
161 E. St. John. Tuesdays, 10 urn,-I p.m.
Thursdays 10 a.m.-9 p.m. or call 287-1806
for appointment.

’61 CORVAIR MONZA,

Radio, heater. Excellent condi
tion. Must sell. $875. Ask for Susan, 287.
1193.

NICELY FURNISHED 1 bedroom apartment. 2 blocks from campus. 465 S. 4th
St. 286-6667.

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore, 354-1273

Good condition.
New tire plus some extras. Must sell.
$320 cash. 298.38)7 after 5:30 p.m.

1940 RED CORVETTE. Good condition.
Former owner was a teacher. $1200. 379.
7102 after 6 p.m.

MARRIED COUPLE. Deluxe 1 and 2 bedroom, rug. electric kitchen, drapes, pool,
patio, water & garbage paid. Unfurnished . 431 S. I I th.

LOST: I SILVER DOG

-

305 HONDA HAWK.

CAMERA: MINOX B with flash & built.
io light meter. New, $170; will sacrifice,
560. 294-8052.

CLASSIFIEDS

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

AUTOMOTIVE 121

’62 VW.

5. It will take two days
for your ad to appear
in print. Be sure to
give yourself enough
time.

Fine China

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

MOBILIZATION

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

4. If you are placing a
Help Wanted ad,
make sure you state
whether the job is
paid by salary or commission.

DIANA

Job Interviews

Arab American, 7 p.m., HET.
Meeting and social activities.

APRIL 16
Spartan

llost41

vanced graduate students.
As one foundation selection committee chairman said, "In ten
years we have never seen such a
(Continued from Page 3)
good bunch of students. The
cream, and it was cream, ex- I tipped her, she didn’t like that
too much."
ceed our quota. . . ."
Walsh says he’d like to see communities of bus-dwellers esmblished. "At least 300 people at Cal
live in buses," he says. "Some
people do around here, but not as
MONDAY APRIL 17
many as there should be. If you
Wells Fargo Bank. Business or could have 20 girls and guys living
liberal arts majors with some busi- in individual buses, but having one
ness courses wanted for manage- place to cook, you could have a
free form structure."
ment training programs.
Buses not only teach you a new
General Telephone Company of
philosophy of life, he says, but also
California. Business administra- a new simplicity. Take possessions,
tion, accounting, math, business
for example.
management and electrical engi"I like worthwhile junk and I
neering majors wanted for mancollect it," Walsh says. "But it
training.
agement
Lends to weigh you down. In a bus
City of Pasadena. Electrical and you’ve got to throw it out once in
civil engineering students wanted a while. You get out of the rut
for electrical and civil engineers. of collecting things. You don’t have
The Emporium. Business admin- to rely on that anymore."
Walsh summed up by saying, "A
istration and liberal arts majors
wanted for executive training and bus makes you realize your own
values a little more."
retail management.

C.

Vietnam Debate

THE
PANTRY

cial science; Gay S. Lowe, English:
Cirila Novak, history; and Stephen C. Thomas, political science.
"As we circulate the names of
the 1.806 honorable mention winners to graduate schools and other
fellowship agencies, we hope they
will receive alternate awards. They
are very deserving," Sir Hugh
Taylor, president of the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, emphasized.
"Never in the history of our
program have we had to turn
down so many outstandingily good
people," Sir Hugh added.
The fellowships are awarded annually to college students in both
the United States and Canada.
Those named as Woodrow Wilson Fellows will receive one academic year of graduate education
(with tuition and fees paid by the
foundation), a living standard of
$2,000 and allowance for dependent children.
In addition, the foundation will
award a supplementary grant to
the graduate school where each
Fellow chooses to enroll-to be
used mostly for fellowships to ad-

Possessions
Hinder One’s
Awareness

10

15 7F1’

TIME’ OF

buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

3
4
5
6

Add this
amount for
each addl.
hone line

city

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Three time Five Xmas

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

rn

TRANSPORTATION 191
NEED RIDE from San Leandro area for
9:30 class daily. Will share expenses. Cell
Pete, 483-9688.

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Ady. Office -J206

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds pouible on canceled ads

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

(PIa

lines
lines
lines
lines

Wed-

FRENCH-SPEAKING NATIVE would like
to give private lessons. If interested, call
241-1760.

GAMMA!’

’ - urn

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Foe

71.41

Three lines One time
One time

.._Send to: Spartan Only
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San Jose State
College, San Jose
Calif. 95114.

Name

YEAR ON

CLASSIFIED RATES

To

o
C]
o
O
o
D
o
D
o

PHOTOGRAPHS BY GEORGE
portraits, groups. 356-2839.

dings,

MOST Di%L.1.611N6 ,

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.

12:30 p.m. &

1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m.-3:45 p.m.

PrmI)

days.
Phone

Address

Enclosed is $
Start ad on

Please :Mow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Send In handy order blank.

Enclose

cash or check. Make check
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

out to

Phone 294-6414, Ed. 246111
Mate)

